Ongoing Exhibits and Outreach

In the Schwabach Gallery: Ernie Piefer. Just Add Water
*Artist Reception and gallery talk: Sunday, August 4, 3-5 p.m.

In the Lange Gallery: Costume and Fashion Designers A. Laura Brody and Rachel Frank exhibit their work, knit samples, and design garments. We will have new pieces by emerging designers Karl Dzidzick and AlkaKya Christianam.

In the Artist Tent: Jenny Quilty. Revealing Toolona Loutrec: Discovering Print Making and Print Registry Basics Through Stamp Creation. Make and put your own stamp on the art world with UW-BSC graduate and artist Jenny Quilty’s expert guidance.

On the Baraboo grounds: Have you heard about Baraboo? The Baraboo Public Art Association’s Elephantasis hits the campus walkway.

At Community Memory Unit: Alzheimer’s Poetry Project. Teddy Jedy and the Purple Cow Poets bring interactive poetry performances to memory units throughout the Baraboo area on the afternoon of Saturday, August 3.

Friday, August 2

Community READS Eminent Domain, a Community-Created Novel. T.N. Savides Library.

Noon: Readings and discussion of this novel: a commentary on corporate greed and the arts.

Opening VIP Gala. Down the Hill Tent.
6-7:30 p.m. Small plates, live music, cash bar to host donors, artists, and volunteers.

The Big Payback. Outdoor Main Stage.
7:30-9:30 p.m. Award-winning, Madison Funk/Rock/R&B band featuring the soulful vocals of Leah Isabel and a smoking horn section.

Waiting for Guffman. Outdoor Main Stage.
9:30-11 p.m. Outdoor screening of the hilarious mockumentary about an aspiring director and the amateur cast of a hokey small-town Missouri musical.

Saturday, August 3

Making A Scene with Susan. RG Brown Theatre.
10-11:30 a.m. Theatrical scene painting techniques taught by professional scenic artist Susan Atreus from Chicago’s Red Ribbons Workshop. Realize scenic illusions in this hands-on workshop.

Shiny Shoes. DIY Tent.
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. Bring in, decorate, and,bazazzle your sneakers with Jonathan Kipp.

Rochelle’s Repurposed Books. T.N. Savides Library.
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. Iron old pages into new sculptures with art instructor Rochelle Robbins.

Cheddar Chicks: Summer Set Sidewalk Music Series. Summer Set Way.
4-4:30 p.m. Sweet songs sung by this sweet-sounding secret.

4:30-5:30 p.m. Meet with award-winning author and illustrator Ami B. Hatcher as they celebrate the launch and share their stories about the creation of their exquisite book.

Cajun Dinner with the Dixie Steppers and the Flannells. Campus Cafe.
5:30-7:30 p.m. Get your New Orleans on with a hopping lawn, karaoke, and foot-tapping Cajun style. The dining area will be closed.

Dixieland Dance Lessons with BRENO. Outdoor Main Stage.
7:30-8 p.m. Dynamic Dance Duo Amy Trelfa & W. Thomas Neufeld return to teach two-step foot tapping to help you dance the night away with the Cajun Strangers.

Sunday, August 4

Jazz Brunch & Beignets by Monarch Michael Arlen with music by Suzie Blues. Down the Hill Tent and Outdoor Main Stage.
11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Choose the full brunch featuring live Dixieland bands and top-notch refreshments. A live performance with Suzie Blues and the Brunch Singers. Enjoy the Top-Notch.

Making Point: Traditional Egg Tempera Workshop with Letha Kelsey. Art Studio.
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. From egg yolk to egg tempera masterpieces, experience a unique workshop with UW-BSC Prof. and artist Letha Kelsey.

Killer B Film Screening: Detour. RG Brown Theatre.
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. Resident Film Noir expert Michael Neale leads the discussion on this acclaimed film noir 1948 thriller about a hitchhiker’s entanglement in a tightening net of trouble.

Sherman Hummer: A Night Out. Outdoor Main Stage.
12-1:30 p.m. Sherman Hummer returns by popular demand with pecan pie and other unique desserts.

CAB Theatre Improv Workshop for Kids and Adults. Meet at Outdoor Main Stage.
12-1 p.m. CAB Theatre will lead kids and adults in separate improv workshops designed especially for them. Participants are invited to join CAB’s 6 p.m. performance on the Dance Floor.